Seamless Behavior Logging and Insights

Panorama for Positive Behavior empowers educators to efficiently track discipline data at the classroom, school, and district level to improve outcomes for every student while being responsive to state level reporting requirements.
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contact@panoramaed.com

Uncover actionable insights to guide system-wide behavior supports with reliable behavior tools and insights.

Panorama for Positive Behavior brings together the systems, tools, and insights for educators to create a safe, positive culture where all students thrive.

Make it easier to collect meaningful behavior data

Stop logging behavior incidents with paper and pen. With mobile and desktop logging tools, teachers and staff can report on major and minor behavior events anywhere, anytime.

Connect the dots across behavior, academics, attendance, and SEL

Enhance your EWS frameworks with robust behavior data. Empower educators to report and respond to data with evidence-based strategies when used alongside Panorama for Student Success.

Seamless data upload back to SIS for state level reporting

Get a full view of behavior in your district with Big 5 trends, major and minor incident rates, product adoption metrics, and more.

No more hassle of double data entry

Automate nightly exports of major incidents logged in Panorama to your student information system (SIS).

Dedicated support & professional development

Our Teaching & Learning team works directly with school and district leadership teams to ensure seamless implementation and expert coaching.

Ensure data security & privacy

We protect student data by adhering to the most stringent privacy protocols, a including FERPA compliant storage and encrypted authentication.
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